Get in the Swing of Things

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Moving the play action outdoors is easy if you put
the right swing into it! The following items let kids
use their own body weight, energy, and momentum
to maximize their movement and activity. As they
hang, climb, and swing children cultivate a strong
sense of balance and control as they mature. For
kids whose ‘go-to’ playground equipment of choice
has always been the swings, these awesome
apparatuses let them enjoy the delights of swinging
in their own environments!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Sunburst Swing Chair

Eagle Series
70’ Seated Zipline

(Hearthsong)

No longer limited to the simple
back-and-forth of a traditional swing,
the Sunburst Swing Chair is a beautiful alternative that lets kids swing,
spin or just chill in the shade. Hung
from a sturdy tree branch or even
below a deck, this chair features a
groovy design that enhances the
‘livable’ look of any yard. Two nylon
ropes connect to four points around the round elastic seat for
maximum stability and angle adjustment. Because the chair’s
weight limit reaches 200 pounds, kids may have to fend off parents who’d like their own time in the swing! Equal parts leisure and
fun, the Sunburst Swing Chair is the ideal backyard retreat for both
riders AND relaxers!

(Slackers)

Zipping along only a few feet
off the ground, kids get the sensation of flying by the seat of their
pants with the Eagle Series Seated
Zipline. Featuring a sturdy seat
that hangs from a galvanized steel
trolley with adjustable bracket for height, kids have a secure platform for the ride of their life. Properly installed, the 70’ zipline cable
provides a smooth consistent speed and creates a natural slack
that slows the rider down at the end of the journey. You can also
purchase tree protection kits that will keep the cable from damaging the anchor trees’ bark (which is vital to tree health.) Warning:
Stock up on lemonade and prepare to become the most popular
backyard in the neighborhood.

Triple Wide Climbing
Ladder

Aircraft Baby Swing
(HABA)

Ready for take-off, baby’s first swing
doesn’t get better than the Haba Aircraft
Baby Swing. With a strong reputation
for well-crafted toys and child gear,
Haba’s whimsical soft-sided tot swing
propels itself to the front of the pack for
lift-off. With all of the exterior airplane
elements a young pilot desires (including
a rattling propeller), this swing is crafted
with brightly colored washable fabric and features straps for
back and front support in addition to the seatbelt. Adjustable for
height, and offering a weight limit of 60 pounds, the Aircraft Baby
Swing can be hung in a protected outdoor area, but is best used
indoors. With a soft and secure seat, this little ride soars as an
ideal introduction to swinging for the very youngest aeronauts.

(Hearthsong)

Imagination scales new heights
as climbers pretend to be pirates, firefighters, circus performers, monkeys
and more with the Triple-Wide Climbing
Ladder! Smoothly sanded, weatherresistant maple-wood rungs combine
with a durable rope structure that will
have children testing their talents as they climb up, across and
diagonally. Perfect for building arm, leg and core strength as well
as honing balance, the 6’ tall climbing ladder can be mounted
outdoors or indoors as a great addition to a playroom or indoor
gym. With an almost piratical flair, the Triple-wide Climbing Ladder lets kids get physical and plot their course as they swing and
climb their way up and across this challenging net.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
by Gerry Paige Smith

Curling Up with Cat Books!
Cats. There’s a reason that these beloved companions are favorite leading characters in children’s picture books. Cats’ penchant for curiosity, their knack for making
messes, their adventurous spirit and playful nature (when not napping in the sunny
spot by the window) distinctly mirror many of the same instincts and behaviors that
children exhibit. Cats, children, kittens and kids – they are all ideal candidates for perfect partners in life and in literature. For anyone who has ever been owned by a cat,
the attitudes and antics in the following titles will be distinctly familiar and entertaining!

Bits & Pieces

by Judy Schachner (Penguin / Dial)
From his cat-like perspective, Tink enjoys all the best things in life with his family. He reads
with Dad (from squarely in the middle of the newspaper). He plays with the girls (helpfully scattering chess pieces around the board). It’s paradise for an indoor cat. But when his unapproved
(and clandestine) diet of houseplants, rubber bands and packing peanuts sends him to the vet,
Tink gets a brief taste of the outdoors through his carrier and bides his time until he can slip outside. But years later when he makes his foray out into the wider world, he finds that the world
may have to help him get back home! From the author of the ‘Skippy Jon Jones’, this adorable
title will become a favorite read as you and your kids read it to “Bits & Pieces”!

Princess Penelope and the Runaway Kitten

by Alison Murray (Candlewick / Nosy Crow)
One day in Royaltown Palace, when Daddy and Mommy are busy with other tasks, Princess
Penelope decides to make friends with a mischievous kitten. The kitten is in Mommy’s knitting
basket and entangled in bright pink yarn. And when Penelope’s overture to play sends the kitten
dashing off leaving a twisting pink trail in his wake – the chase is on! The kitten’s trail through the
royal abode is an embossed, pink glittery line that wends its way across the pages, over and
under, inside and out of all the places a playful kitten can scamper. Little fingers can trace the
path of this precocious pet from beginning to end as the princess pursues her royal runaway
playmate!

Naughty Kitty!

by Adam Stower (Scholastic / Orchard)
When young Lily’s mother brings her a tiny kitten instead of a puppy (which her mom insists
are “smelly”, “messy” and “far too much trouble”), Lily begins her journey of discovery about life
with a kitty. She feeds Kitty and leaves him in the kitchen to eat. But when she returns, the kitchen
is in complete shambles. Exasperated, Lily puts Kitty in the den while she cleans up the kitchen
mess, only to find the den dirty and destroyed upon her return. (NOTE: by this time observant
readers may note the book’s endpapers, which indicate that wild animals have escaped the zoo
that same day – in particular, an enormous tiger. Glimpses of tiger stripes can also be seen lurking
in the backgrounds of these kittenish crime scenes.) Lily is about to decide that kittens are more
trouble than they’re worth, until her tiny kitten ‘appears’ to frighten away a threatening dog. Readers will enjoy discovering that a “Naughty Kitty” is sometimes the best kitty!
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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